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Abstract�With the rapid popularization of large data stream
mobile applications, wireless local area networks (WLANs) have
been a top choice for mobile users (MUs), because of the
high data rate and low monetary cost. However, the battery
life of mobile devices, which is the most concerned feature of
MUs, may suffer from WLAN management services, such as
mobility management and load balancing services. Unfortunately,
few existing WLAN systems take into account both the energy
ef�ciency of mobile devices and the performance of management
services. Even worse, to improve the performance of WLAN
management services, various existing management mechanisms
sacri�ce mobile devices' energy. In this paper, we propose
BELL, a novel WLAN system that provides two energy-ef�cient
management services for its associated MUs by reproducing and
scheduling the beacons broadcast from access points (APs). We
name them BELL-handoff and BELL-2M services. We have
implemented the proposed BELL-handoff using commercial Wi-
Fi adapters. The experimental results reveal that BELL-handoff
signi�cantly decreases both mobile devices' energy consumption
and latency during handoffs, compared with the commercial
WLAN mobility management service. Furthermore, we conduct
extensive simulations to evaluate APs' load and mobile devices'
battery life within a large-scale deployment of BELL. Simulation
results demonstrate that BELL not only balances the load among
APs, but also prolongs the battery life of mobile devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing popularity of mobile devices (e.g., smart

phones and tablets) has boosted the expansion of demands on

myriad mobile applications, especially the large data stream

mobile applications (e.g., augmented reality gaming and object

recognition). Wireless local area networks (WLANs), which

can provide mobile users (MUs) with high data rate wireless

connections, have been a top choice for MUs. However, how to

make an MU, on the one hand, obtains stable wireless services

with its frequent mobility and the resource contention from

other MUs, and on the other hand, survives longer with its

limited battery capacity, are the most critical challenges that

MUs within WLANs are facing.

Therefore, due to the limited range and capacity of an

individual access point (AP), WLANs offer various manage-

ment services to help associated MUs maintain stable wireless

services. Over the past decades, there are many papers on

WLAN mobility management, aiming to help MUs cross

cell boundaries without service disruptions. In addition, a

lot of load balancing mechanisms are designed in order to

provide fair throughput for the attached MUs. Therefore, these

management services can help MUs to obtain stable network
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throughput within WLANs. However, since in WLANs, APs

are managed autonomously and independently, MUs need to

consistently update the knowledge of neighboring APs, e.g.,

the received signal strength (RSS), data rate, and load, by

sensing all available channels. For instance, active scanning

is a major sensing approach in WLANs, where MUs actively

broadcast probe packets on each channel. Therefore, in most

cases, obtaining the a-priori knowledge of neighboring APs is

at the expense of consuming a lot of energy on mobile devices.

A recent study [1] shows that 23.4% of the average daily

energy drain of mobile devices is for Wi-Fi beacons, Wi-Fi

scanning, and cellular paging, which is the second largest

portion of daily energy consumption. Furthermore, Wi-Fi scan-

ning drains 28.1% of the total wireless energy consumption,

and this number increases when MUs maintain a longer Wi-

Fi connecting time. In other words, although more frequent

scanning may obtain more updated information for conducting

management services, it is at the cost of shortening mobile de-

vices' battery life. Therefore, there exists a trade-off between

the performance of management services and the battery life of

mobile devices. Unfortunately, most of existing management

approaches choose to sacri�ce the energy ef�ciency of MUs,

and thus, make mobile devices in energy crisis.

Existing work on WLAN management services and en-

ergy ef�ciency of mobile devices has the following issues.

First, very few existing mobility management mechanisms for

WLANs consider the energy ef�ciency of mobile devices.

Early work on mobility management in WLANs mostly fo-

cuses on reducing the handoff latency (including the latency

on scanning, authentication, and re-association). One category

of these mechanisms is to decrease the scanning latency by re-

ducing the number of channels to scan during a handoff based

on different channel selection strategies [2]�[8]. However,

the performance of these mobility management approaches

is heavily limited by the channel selection strategy and user

experience might be affected due to an insuf�cient scan.

Thus, in order to avoid insuf�cient scan, mobility prediction

mechanisms [8] are proposed to obtain a relatively precise

channel scanning. Some papers, such as [6], propose to con-

duct frequent periodic scanning and caching before the mobile

device triggers a handoff. Although these approaches achieve

ef�cient scanning and low handoff latency, performing the

mobility prediction, frequent periodic scanning, and caching

consumes a large amount of additional energy of mobile

devices, especially for MUs with high mobility. In other words,

the improvement on mobility management performance is at
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the expense of the mobile device energy consumption. Another

category of mobility management mechanisms is to reduce the

time spent on scanning each channel. SyncScan [9] proposes

that all the APs operating in the same channel broadcast their

beacons at the same time and thus, mobile devices can scan a

channel right before that time, which simpli�es the scanning

process and reduces the overall handoff latency. However, this

protocol is hard to implement in practical scenarios, since

APs that have overlapping coverage areas have to contend

the channel for broadcasting their beacons, which indicates

that mobile devices may miss the beacon broadcast from their

associated APs because of APs' channel contention. Mobility

management mechanisms in [10], [11] propose turning the

MU mobility management into virtual AP migration inside

the infrastructure network. However, this mechanism is also

hard to popularize in practical scenarios, since it needs to

create a virtual AP for each MU, which requires high storage

and computing capacity of APs' hardware. In general, few

of the prior mobility management papers propose a practical

mechanism that consider both handoff latency and energy

ef�ciency of mobile devices. Even worse, some may even

increase the energy consumption of mobile devices in order

to reduce the handoff latency. Therefore, proposing a mobility

management mechanism that can reduce not only the handoff

latency but also the energy consumption of mobile devices is

highly desired.

Second, an early study [12] has shown that the traf�c load

is often unevenly distributed among the APs in WLANs.

To overcome this, various load-balancing mechanisms have

been proposed over the past decade. These mechanisms can

be roughly classi�ed into two categories: user-controlled and

network-controlled. In user-controlled mechanisms [13], [14],

MUs learn APs' load or measure the transmitting data rate and

bit error rate to determine the AP to associate to. Network-

controlled mechanisms [15]�[17], on the other hand, employ

a network-side server or AP to manage the load of APs.

Although the above work can balance the load of WLANs,

MUs might suffer a connection disruption during the load

transfer, because of the long transfer latency. Furthermore,

user-controlled mechanisms require MUs to make frequent

network sensing, which is a signi�cant energy-cost. Therefore,

a user-friendly (i.e. low transfer latency and low energy cost)

load-balancing mechanism in WLANs is necessarily desired.

At last, although some papers analyze the energy consump-

tion of mobile devices in WLANs, very few of them measure

and investigate the energy consumption originated from man-

agement services process. Some papers [18]�[20] develop en-

ergy consumption models to analyze the energy cost of mobile

devices in WLANs. Mostly, these models have a �nite number

of states, e.g., {active, idle} [19] and {transmission, reception,
idle} [20]. However, a common approach followed in most

of these papers is to model the energy consumption of the

network interface card (NIC) by using data sheet parameters,

and consider this as a �xed value to account for the non-

wireless power consumption of the device. Therefore, these

energy consumption models fail to capture crucial aspects

of how energy is consumed in real-world devices, and thus,

their use might bias conclusions. Some other papers [21]�[23]

propose several assistant strategies to help mobile devices save

energy in daily use. For instance, [22] proposes mobile devices

can save energy using a radio interface selection strategy,

e.g., using WLAN or 4G in a certain scenario would be

more energy-ef�cient for communications. [23] proposes to

reduce mobile devices' energy consumption by enabling MUs

to access the WLAN infrastructure via low-power Bluetooth.

However, none of the above work deeply investigates how

the practical process of management services consume mobile

devices' energy.

In this paper, we propose a novel load-Balanced, Energy-

ef�cient, and Low-Latency WLAN system, named BELL,

which offers energy-ef�cient mobility management and load

balancing services for MUs. The main contributions of this

work are as follows:

1) To the best of our knowledge, BELL is the �rst work

that investigates MUs' energy ef�ciency in mobility

management and load-balancing services in WLANs.

2) We propose BELL-handoff, an energy-ef�cient mobility

management protocol. In addition, based on BELL-

handoff, we develop a user-friendly load-balancing algo-

rithm, BELL-2M, and prove that BELL-2M can always

�nd the optimal load-balancing solution.

3) We implement BELL-handoff in commercial Wi-Fi

adapters and conduct an experimental evaluation which

shows that it can provide signi�cant improvement in

both mobile device handoff energy ef�ciency and la-

tency, as compared to commercial Wi-Fi products.

4) We also conduct extensive simulations to evaluate APs'

load and mobile devices' battery life within a large-scale

deployment of BELL. Simulation results validate that

BELL not only balances the load among APs but also

prolongs the battery life of mobile devices.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we show how WLAN management services consume mobile

devices' energy. In Section III, we describe our proposed

BELL system. Experimental and simulation results are shown

in Section IV, followed by the conclusions in Section V.

II. MOTIVATION

In this section, we show how existing WLAN mobility

management service and load balancing service consume

mobile devices' energy.

We have conducted an energy consumption measurement

study of roaming mobile devices, including scanning and
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Fig. 1. Mobile devices' energy consumption for WLAN management services.
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handoff, using Motorola Nexus 6p smart phones. The mea-

surement shows that performing a successful handoff with

one scanning attempt consumes approximate 1.5 Joule. This

energy consumption may dramatically increase if the Nexus

6p attempts to scan channels for more than once, i.e., the �rst

scanning attempt fails to capture an appropriate AP to connect

to. We then utilize this measurement result to conduct a trace-

driven simulation, where 500 MUs walk in an area with 36

APs deployed for 5.5 hours. Each mobile device is attached

with a 3000mAh battery and follows the Random Waypoint

model. Fig.1(a) and Fig.1(b) depict the energy consumption of

performing mobility management services and load balancing

services, respectively. Each device's total energy consumption

is sorted from low to high as shown in the X-axis. From the

�gure we can see that most devices consume approximate

8% and 1.4% of the total battery life for performing mobility

management and load balancing services, respectively. Some

mobile devices with high mobility consume a whopping 13.4%
of the total battery life, 400mAh, for these two WLAN

management services, which is equivalent to the battery drain

for watching video around 1 hour. Therefore, reducing the

energy consumption of management services is crucial and

will help MUs survive longer within the WLAN environment.

Ultimately, the reason for MUs consuming a lot of energy

for mobility management service and the load balancing

service is performing frequent and periodic scans. Since the

signal coverage and capacity of a single AP is considerably

limited, MUs have to frequently and periodically update their

knowledge of surrounding APs and switch between different

APs to maintain their wireless connections. For example,

consider that an MU is hanging out in a shopping mall,

and a WLAN is deployed as shown in Fig. 2(a). A mobility

management service is triggered when the MU walks across

the signal boundary of APs, which is depicted as colored

circles in Fig. 2(a). When the MU moves, for instance, walking

from the TOYS R US store (up left corner) to the SEARS

store (down right corner), the MU has to perform at least

two handoffs, including channel scans, to maintain its wireless

connection. However, in practical scenarios, users' path may

not just follow a straight line. They may erratically visit the

stores they are interested in one by one. Meanwhile, MUs

have to keep periodic scanning and perform load balancing

services (i.e. handoff from the AP with heavy load to the AP

with light load) when their associated APs' load are heavy.

Hence, MUs might perform much more number of scans and

handoff attempts, which may consume a lot of energy of

mobile devices and badly affect user experience because of

the high handoff latency and load transfer delay.

To overcome the above problem, we propose BELL that

virtually extends the signal coverage of a single AP. As shown

in Fig. 2(b), the signal coverage of the AP located in the center

is extended by the support of other APs around it. These APs

are called mirror access points (MAPs) for the central one.

They have the same SSID and MAC address with the center

AP, named copied physical access point (CPAP). APs that

generate these MAPs are called host physical access points.

MAPs and the CPAP compose the proposed novel WLAN

system, BELL. Since an MU would not �lter out beacons

that are generated from APs obtaining the same SSID and

MAC address with its associated AP, the MU can receive

beacons broadcast by MAPs and the CPAP in a BELL without

scanning. In other words, MUs in a BELL would consider they

are always in a single AP. Based on BELL, we propose an

energy-ef�cient mobility management service, BELL-handoff,

and a user-friendly load balancing service, BELL-2M.

III. THE PROPOSED BELL SYSTEM

In this section, we describe our proposed two WLAN

management services, mobility management service, BELL-

handoff, and load balancing service, BELL-2M, in detail.

A. BELL-handoff Mobility Management Service

1) AP-side Protocol: At the heart of the proposed BELL-

handoff is to create an evenly spaced periodic schedule of

beacon periods for MAPs and the CPAP. The only assumption

for the proposed AP-side protocol is that neighboring APs in a

single BELL have overlapping areas, which is practical in AP-

dense environments, and we do not have any other constraints

on the AP deployment. Consider a BELL system that has (N+
1) number of APs (i.e., N MAP and a CPAP). The CPAP is

operating in channel v, and its beacon is broadcast at time

ϕcpap ∈ [0, T ], periodically, where T is the beacon interval.

Each MAP has an index number i ∈ {1, . . . , N} which is

allotted clockwise. Let MAPs with an odd index operate in

channel p and MAPs with an even index operate in channel

q. Channel v, p, q are three non-overlapping channels (e.g.,

{v, p, q} = {1, 6, 11} in the 2.4 GHz band). If N is even,

then

ϕi =

{
ϕcpap + T

χ , if i = 2n+ 1
ϕcpap + (χ− 1) · T

χ , otherwise

where n ∈ {0, . . . , N−1
2 }, ϕi denotes the beacon broadcasting

time of MAP i, and χ denotes the number of segments in the

beacon interval. If N is odd,

ϕi =


ϕcpap + T

χ , if i = 2n+ 1
ϕcpap + (χ− 1) · T

χ , if i = N

ϕcpap + (χ− 2) · T
χ , otherwise

where n ∈ {0, . . . , N−2
2 }. Furthermore, when N is even, χ =

3 (i.e., the total number of operating channels in the BELL),

otherwise χ = 4.
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Example 1. Consider a BELL system with even number of

MAPs (e.g., N = 4 in this example) operating in the 2.4 GHz

band, as shown in Fig. 3(a). APs' physical signal transmission

range is depicted as the solid circles, and BELL-handoff

triggering range is depicted as the dashed circles. Assume the

CPAP, MAP {1, 3}, and MAP{2, 4} are operating in channel

1, 6, and 11, respectively. χ = 3, ϕcpap = 0. All the APs in

the BELL are set for T = 102ms. Therefore, their beacon
broadcasting time is set to be {34, 68}ms, as shown in Fig.

3(b). Furthermore, there would be no collision for different

MAPs broadcasting beacons at the same time, since they do

not have overlapping coverage area.

Example 2. Consider a BELL system with odd number of

MAPs (e.g., N = 5 in this example) operating in the 2.4 GHz

band, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Assume that the CPAP, MAP

{1, 3, 5}, and MAP{2, 4} are operating in channel 1, 6, and 11,
respectively. χ = 4, ϕcpap = 0, and T = 102ms. Therefore,
their beacon broadcasting time is set to be {25.5, 51, 76.5}ms,
as shown in Fig. 4(b).

2) User-side Protocol: MUs in BELL perform our pro-

posed energy-ef�cient BELL-handoff. Consider an MU u
currently located in MAP i (1 < i < N ) and a BELL-handoff

is triggered since the received signal strength (RSS) at the MU

is below a threshold γ. The possible candidate AP set for MU

u to connect to is {MAP i+1, MAP i−1, CPAP}. Therefore,
MU u only needs to switch to the corresponding channels one

by one, and waits for the beacon at each beacon broadcasting

time according to the BELL beacon schedule. MU u stops this

channel switching when successfully receives a beacon frame.

For example, consider a BELL system as deployed in Fig. 3.

Assume a BELL-handoff is triggered when MU u is in MAP 3
at time t0. It �rst switches its channel to CH 11 and completes

its BELL-handoff if it receives a beacon frame at (t0+34)ms.

Otherwise, it switches its channel again to CH 1 and waits for

receiving the beacon broadcast at (t0+68)ms. Therefore, MUs

can successfully roam in BELL without performing scanning,

achieving energy-ef�cient handoffs. Note that although after a

BELL-handoff, an MU may be handed off to an MAP with

RSSI below γ, it can trigger another BELL-handoff soon and

connect to an MAP with better RSSI.

3) Implementation Challenges: There exist some issues

when implementing our presented BELL system both in APs

and in user devices.

Challenge 1. To have an accurate beacon schedule over long

time scales, it is necessary to overcome the clock drift that

exists in each AP.

We address this issue by proposing an AP clock synchro-

nization (CS) protocol. In the proposed CS protocol, all the

MAPs in a BELL adjust their clock every ψ, by synchronizing
its local Timing Synchronization Function (TSF) timer with a

common clock which is the local TSF timer of the CPAP. ψ
is an integral multiple of the beacon interval T . Assume that

the CPAP always broadcast its beacons �rst in every beacon

interval. In addition, at time σ, MAP i and the CPAP have a

local TSF value of ti(σ) and tcpap(σ), respectively. Therefore,
if N is even, then

tioffset(σ) =

{
|ti(σ) − tcpap(σ)| − T

χ , if i = 2n+ 1
|ti(σ) − tcpap(σ)| − (χ−1)·T

χ , otherwise

where n ∈ {0, . . . , N−1
2 }, tioffset(σ) denotes the timing offset

value for MAP i at time σ. If N is odd, then

tioffset(σ) =


|ti(σ) − tcpap(σ)| − T

χ , if i = 2n+ 1
|ti(σ) − tcpap(σ)| − (χ−1)·T

χ , if i = N

|ti(σ) − tcpap(σ)| − (χ−2)·T
χ , otherwise

where n ∈ {0, . . . , N−2
2 }. Then,

t̄i(σ) = ti(σ) − tioffset(σ), (1)

where t̄i(σ) denotes the corrected TSF for MAP i at time σ.

Challenge 2. How does an MU acquire enough MAPs'

information to achieve a successful BELL-handoff?

In the proposed BELL system, MUs do not need to know

the index of a particular MAP. Instead, acquiring BELL's

beacon broadcasting schedule and its corresponding channels

is enough for performing a successful BELL-handoff. For

example, consider a BELL as deployed in Fig. 3 and an

MU is in MAP 3. The MU only knows it is currently in

channel 6. After a BELL-handoff is triggered, the MU just

jump to channel 11 and channel 1 in order according to the

beacon broadcasting schedule. Therefore, we only ask each

MU acquiring a beacon broadcasting schedule while joining

BELL, which is simple enough to implement.

Furthermore, the deployment of the BELL presented above

is based on an assumption that, MAPs with an even index

or an odd index can operate in the same channel and have

the same beacon broadcast time, only if they do not have

overlapping coverage area. For example, in Fig. 3, MAP1
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and MAP3 operating in the same channel and having the

same beacon broadcast time do not have any overlapping

coverage area. However, if the density of MAPs in a BELL

is increased, two neighboring MAPs with an even index or

an odd index may have overlapping coverage area. To avoid

the interference, their beacons need to broadcast at different

time or they need to operate in different channels. Therefore,

there exists a limitation of the maximum number of MAPs in

a BELL: the minimal gap in time between two beacons that

broadcast by different MAPs has to be larger than the MU's

channel switching delay, i.e., T
χ > tcs, where tcs is the MU's

channel switching delay.

4) Analysis:

1) Energy ef�ciency: as presented in Section III-A, MUs

roaming in BELL do not perform scanning, which

indicates that they do not need to send or receive

probe request and response for the purpose of scanning.

Therefore, the proposed BELL provides a more energy-

ef�cient mobility management service than conventional

WLAN (C-WLAN).

2) Handoff latency: as presented in Section III-A, the

handoff latency in BELL is equal to the delay of waiting

for the beacon, plus the delay for authentication and re-

association which is the same as in traditional handoff.

Excluding authentication and re-association delay,

PLS =

{
{T

χ , (χ− 1) · T
χ }, if N is even

{T
χ , (χ− 2) · T

χ , (χ− 1) · T
χ }, otherwise

where PLS is the the possible handoff latency set. In

our cases, T is set to be 102ms. Thus, ideally, the
maximum handoff latency, excluding authentication and

re-association delay, is 68ms, if N is even, and it is

76.5ms, if N is odd.

5) Mutiple BELL Zones Scenario: In the mutiple BELLs

scenario [24], several BELL WLANs coexist in a certain

area. Each AP can be a CPAP, which indicates that a host

physical AP would generate multiple different MAPs in it,

as illustrated in Fig. 5. The number of MAPs generated in

a host physical AP is equal to the number of MAPs in this

BELL. Different BELL systems can have the same channel set.

In addition, MUs roaming between different BELL WLANs

perform conventional handoffs.

AP-2
AP-1AP-1… 

CPAP-1

MAP-2MAP-2

MAP-3MAP-3

…
 

AP-3

Multiple BELLs

Fig. 5. Multiple BELL zones.

B. BELL-2M Load Balancing Service

1) Problem Statement: Balancing the load on APs is a

primary way for MUs obtaining a fair service. However, the

de�nition of the load of an AP is fuzzy. Thus, determining

an appropriate load de�nition is necessary. Intuitively, the

load of an AP needs to re�ect its inability to satisfy the

requirements of its associated users and as such it should be

inversely proportional to the average bandwidth that they use.

We present our load de�nition in WLANs which captures the

above summary.

Assume that the proposed BELL system has a set of MAPs,

denoted by A. N denotes the number of MAPs in the system.

The MAPs having the maximal load are called the load-

heaviest MAPs and their load is denoted as ymax. In addition,

without loss of generality, in our BELL-2M, we only reserve

one MAP as the load-heaviest one at each iteration. Let U
denote the set of all MUs in the BELL coverage area and M
denote the number of MUs.
De�nition 1 (The Load of an MAP). Consider an MAP a ∈ A,
and let Ua be the set of MUs associated with MAP a. The
load of MAP a, denoted by ya, is the aggregate period of time

that takes MAP a to provide a unit of traf�c volume to all

associated MUs u ∈ Ua. Thus,

yUa

a∈A =
∑

u∈Ua

(
1
ra,u

), (2)

where ra,u is the wireless link bit rate between MAP a and

MU u.
De�nition 2 (BELL-2M Load-Balanced Vector). We de�ne the

BELL load vector as Y⃗ = {yU1
1 , . . . , yUN

N }, which is BELL-

2M balanced when the load of any MAP can not be reduced

only if increasing another MAP load with the same or higher

load.
We can show that the problem of �nding a BELL-2M load-

balanced vector is NP -hard, by proving that even the simplest
scenario, e.g., only two MAPs in the BELL, is NP -hard.

Proof. Consider a case with only two MAPs. Each MU u ∈ U
can be covered by both MAPs. Therefore, to obtain the BELL-

2M load-balanced vector Y⃗ equals to �nd a subset U ′ ⊆ U
that satis�es

yU ′

1 = yU−U ′

2 . (3)

By restricting the problem to 1
r1,u

= 1
r2,u

, the problem

can be a reduction from the partition problem. The partition

problem is the task of deciding whether a given multiset S of

positive integers can be partitioned into two subsets S1 and

S2 such that the sum of the numbers in S1 equals the sum of

the numbers in S2, which is a known NP -hard problem.

BELL-2M aims to iteratively �nd an optimal BELL-2M

load-balanced vector Y⃗ in polynomial time.

2) BELL-2M Algorithm: The basic idea is that, at each

iteration, g, we reduce the load of the load-heaviest MAP a
at this stage by transferring some of its associated MUs to its

neighboring MAPs. Furthermore, MUs with lower RSSI have

a higher priority to be transfered. In other words, we de�ne the

RSSI vector
−−→
URa = {µ1, . . . , µm} to be anm-tuple consisting

of the RSSI of each MU in MAP a sorted in an increasing

order, where m is the total number of MUs in MAP a. MAP

a always �rst transfers the MU with the lowest order in
−−→
URa.

However, there are two algorithmic challenges for the above

problem:
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Fig. 6. Only MUs with RSSI in [µmin, µmax] might have chance to be
transferred.

Challenge 3. Not every MU in MAP a is covered by another

neighboring MAP. In BELL, as shown in Fig. 6, MUs located

within the blue shadow area have no chance to be successfully

transferred to neighboring MAPs.

Challenge 4. The Ping-Pong effect of load-balancing decision.
Example 3. Consider a BELL with two MAPs, as shown in

Fig. 7, denoted as v1 and v2, and two MUs u1 and u2. u1 can

only connect to v1 and it yields a load of 0.2. u2 can connect

to both v1 and v2 and yields a load of 0.6 on its connected

MAP. Both u1 and u2 �rst connect to v1, and the RSSI vector

of v1 is
−−−→
URv1 = {µu2 , µu1}. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the loads

of v1 and v2 are 0.8 and 0, respectively. To balance the load, a

greedy algorithm �rst lets v1 transfer u2 to v2. Now the loads

of the two MAPs are 0.2 and 0.6, respectively, as depicted in

Fig. 7(b). Then, the algorithm lets v2 reduce its load, since

it is the load-heaviest MAP at this stage. Thus, v2 transfers

u2 back to v1, and the algorithm repeats the above inde�nite

iterations, which obviously can not obtain an optimal solution.

Our BELL-2M algorithm resolves the above two challenges

by, �rstly, introducing a maximal transfer RSSI µmax and a

minimal transfer RSSI µmin. As shown in Fig. 6, we ask the

MU with RSSI larger than µmax (those MUs only covered

by its associated MAP) not to be transferred. On the other

hand, let µmin be the RSSI corresponding to the MAP's

transmission range. Thus, only MUs with RSSI in the range of

[µmin, µmax] might have chances to be triggered with a load

transfer. Secondly, to overcome Challenge 4, we de�ne a set of

�xed MAPs, D, whose loads have already been determined by

previous iterations. At the beginning, the set D is empty, and

after each iteration, a new MAP is added to it, until D = A.
Therefore, BELL-2M only searches the set of the non-�xed

MAPs, {A−D}, for the load-heaviest MAP at each stage.

The proposed BELL-2M load-balancing algorithm is shown

in Algorithm 1. At each iteration, the algorithm �rst �nds

the load-heaviest MAP α0 and preserves its load ymax in θ.
Then MAP α0 checks MUs from its farthest possible MUs

whose RSSI are in the range of [Kα0 ,Kα0 + β], where Kα0

is initialized with µmin and β is a step value. If these MUs

MAP 1

MAP 2

MU 1
MU 2

0.2
0.6

(a) Original MU-MAP connec-
tion

MAP 1

MAP 2

MU1
MU 2

0.2
0.6

(b) MU-MAP connection after an
iteration

Fig. 7. Example of the Ping-Pong effect of a simple greedy algorithm.

Algorithm 1: BELL-2M Load Balancing Algorithm

1 D = ∅
2 while D ̸= A do

/* Find and record the load-heaviest MAP α0 and its load yα0 */
3 α = α0 s.t. yα0 = max

α0∈{A−D}
{yα0}

4 θ = ymax = yα0
5 Kα0 = µmin

6 while Kα0 < µmax do

7 c = the number of MUs with RSSI in [Kα0 , Kα0 + β]
8 Kα0 = Kα0 + β

/* Check if exist MUs with RSSI in this range */
9 if c > 0 then

10 for i = 1 to c do

11 MUi performs BELL-handoff
/* Find and record the load-heaviest MAP α0 and

its load yα0 */
12 α0 s.t. yα0 = max

α0∈{A−D}
{yα0}

13 ymax = yα0
/* Check if �xed MAPs' load was not increased and

a better load vector was found */
14 if (@α0 ∈ D s.t. yα0 > ¯yα0 ) ∧ (ymax < θ) then

15 θ = ymax

16 α = α0

17 D = D ∪ {α}
18 ȳα = yα

exist, MAP α0 will evaluate the load transfer result of them

one by one: i.e., if after transferring an MU, none of the �xed

MAPs' load increases, and the new load-heaviest MAP's load

is smaller than that of the previous stage, the checked MU

will be con�rmed to transfer. Otherwise, the MU will not be

transferred. After all MUs are checked, Kα0 is incremented

by β in each iteration. The evaluation stops if Kα0 = µmax.

Then, MAP α0 joins the �xed MAP set as well as its load

value. Finally, the algorithm stops when D = A, which means
that all the MAPs' load has been �xed.

We now prove that the proposed algorithm always �nds a

BELL-2M load-balanced vector for BELL.

Proof. Each iteration starts with the load-heaviest MAP with

Kα0 = µmin and stops when Kα0 = µmax. MUs are trans-

ferred only if ymax is decreased after this transfer. Therefore,

at the end of the gth iteration, ymax is not larger than its value

at the beginning of the gth iteration. The corresponding MAP

is added in the �xed MAP set D after the gth iteration. Since

the de�nition of the load-heaviest MAP is the non-�xed MAP

that has the maximal load at this stage, ymax at the (g+ 1)th
iteration is smaller than that at the gth iteration. Also, MUs can

only be transferred to the non-�xed MAPs, which means that

the load of MAPs in D is not affected in the (g+1)th iteration.
Therefore, the algorithm keeps reducing ymax and stops at an

optimal solution. The algorithm stops when D = A, in other

words, all the MAPs become load �xed MAPs. Therefore,

ymax cannot be reduced further. According to De�nition 2,

the BELL-2M load-balanced vector is found.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the pro-

posed BELL. We �rst implement our proposed BELL-handoff
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mobility management service on a testbed and demonstrate

MUs' roaming performance improvement in BELL, including

handoff energy consumption and latency, as compared to

the conventional WLANs (C-WLANs). Since implementing

a large-scale deployment of MAPs is very costly, we conduct

extensive simulations to evaluate the performance of BELL-

2M and mobile devices' battery life within a large-scale

deployment of BELL.

A. Testbed and Experimental Setup

CPAP

MAP

Clock Synchronization System

Local

TSF

Local TSF

MU and Energy Measurement System

HP Z820 Workstaion

Corrected TSF

KEYSIGHT J7211A Attenuator

TP-LINK N150 

Wireless Card 

Raspberry Pi

Alfa AWUS036NHA Wi-Fi Adapter

KEYSIGHT N6705B Power Analyzer

BELL-

handoff

Laptop with 

METAGEEK Eye P.A.

AirPcap Nx

Fig. 8. Testbed hardware architecture.

Our testbed is composed of three subsystems, MU and

energy measurement system, BELL including a CPAP and an

MAP, and AP clock synchronization system. Firstly, in the

MU and energy measurement system, we use KEYSIGHT

N6705B DC Power Analyzer for powering and measuring the

energy consumption of a Raspberry Pi Model 3 connected

with an ALFA AWUS036NHA USB Wi-Fi adapter, which is

conducted as a test MU. And the Raspberry Pi runs Ubuntu

MATE 16.04.2. The Wi-Fi adapter is driven by an open-

source hardware driver, ath9k, and its MAC functionality is

handled by the protocol driver mac80211, which is where we

implement BELL-handoff. We update our modi�ed mac80211

to the Linux kernel which is then embedded into the test

Raspberry Pi. Secondly, the tested BELL is setup with a CPAP

and an MAP. These two are built in two workstations with

the Linux operating system. Both workstations are connected

with a TP-LINK N150 PCI-Express wireless card driven by

ath9k and mac80211. Then, we use hostapd in userspace to

set the con�guration of these two APs. KEYSIGHT J7211A

attenuator is used for emulating the mobility of the MU,

e.g., decreasing the transmission signal strength of the CPAP

emulates the case when an MU gradually moves away from

the CPAP. Furthermore, to implement our AP's CS protocol,

we modify ath9k by adding a function interface to rewrite the

Userspace hostapd Set up MAP and CPAP 

APInl80211Kernel

cfg80211

cfg80211-ops API

mac80211

ieee80211-ops API

ath9k

Linux 802.11 configuration API

Hardware driver

 BELL-handoff /TSF synchronization

Fig. 9. Testbed driver software structure.

register that stores the dynamic local TSF of APs. Lastly, we

use Airpcap Nx and its client software, Metageek Eye P.A., for

capturing control frames at the MAC layer and extracting local

TSF values of the CPAP and the MAP to conduct the clock

synchronization. The testbed hardware architecture and driver

software structure are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively.

We set the beacon interval of APs in BELL to be 102ms.
Thus, the beacon broadcast time of the CPAP and the MAP are

0 and 51ms, respectively. Both APs operate in the 2.4 GHz

band. The CPAP operates in channel 1 and the MAP operates

in channel 6. Furthermore, the test Raspberry Pi is powered

by 5.2V and its BELL-handoff threshold is set to be −80dB.
B. Mobility Management Service Performance

1) Energy Ef�ciency: We plot experimental results in Fig.

10. The measurement current of the test Raspberry Pi without

connecting any peripherals is approximately �xed at 0.21A.
After connecting a USB Wi-Fi adapter, the Raspberry Pi's

current is increased to around 0.3A, as shown in Fig. 10(a).

This indicates that the Wi-Fi adapter consumes an approxi-

mately �xed current of 0.09A in idle state. Fig. 10(a) shows the

current measurement result of the Raspberry Pi within 250sec.
We �nd that in approximately every 120sec, the mac80211

driver will trigger a periodic full channel scanning, which lasts

around 9sec, as shown in Fig. 10(b). Each spike represents

one scan on a channel. Since the MU still has a good-quality

connection with its current associated AP, it switches back to

the original channel to maintain its connection after scanning

each channel. Fig. 10(c) and Fig. 10(d) compare the current of

performing the 802.11 standard handoff within C-WLAN and

the proposed BELL-handoff within BELL. Obviously, both

the current value and duration of performing the proposed

BELL-handoff is much smaller than that of performing the

802.11 standard handoff, which indicates that the proposed

BELL provides energy-ef�cient mobility management service

for MUs.
TABLE I

HANDOFF ENERGY CONSUMPTION RESULTS

Overall Breakdown

C-WLAN
(periodic scanning)

10.138J

C-WLAN
Trigger 0.902J

(802.11 standard handoff)
4.366J Scan 2.809J

Auth and re-assoc 0.655J

BELL (BELL-handoff) 0.748J
Channel switching 0.038J

Idle 0.050J
Auth and re-assoc 0.660J

The calculated energy consumption during handoffs is de-

picted in Table I. The proposed BELL-handoff decreases the

energy consumption by around 82.9% as compared with the

802.11 standard handoff protocol. Furthermore, we �nd that,

in 802.11 standard handoff protocol, the handoff trigger is

a number of continuously missed beacon frames instead of

a �xed RSSI value. Therefore, it would consume an addi-

tional energy of 0.902J for triggering. The periodic scanning

in 802.11 standard protocol consumes 10.138J energy. This

would aggravate MUs' energy drain. However, in BELL,

MUs perform neither periodic scanning nor scanning within
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Fig. 10. Measured current of MU.

mobility management services, which signi�cantly reduces the

handoff energy consumption of MUs.

2) Latency: The experimental results are shown in Table

II. The proposed BELL-handoff decreases the overall handoff

latency from 3.06sec to 75.6ms, as compared with C-WLANs.

We can see that, in C-WLANs, the scanning latency, 2.62sec,
is the largest portion of the total handoff latency. In addition,

since the handoff trigger mechanism for the 802.11 standard

handoff is to count the number of continuously missed bea-

cons, the trigger delay, which is measured as 0.41sec, increases
the total handoff latency. However, the delay of BELL-handoff

is from three parts: the MU's channel switching delay, which is

less than 1ms, the time for waiting for the new beacon, around

51ms, which depends on the beacon scheduling in BELL, and

authentication and re-association delay, around 24ms. In total,

the proposed BELL-handoff decreases the handoff latency by
TABLE II

HANDOFF LATENCY RESULTS

Overall Breakdown

C-WLAN
Trigger 0.41sec

(802.11 standard handoff)
3.06sec Scan 2.62sec

Auth and Re-assoc 24ms

BELL (BELL-handoff) 75.6ms
Channel switching < 1ms

Idle 51ms
Auth and Re-assoc 24ms

around 97.5%, as compared with the C-WLAN.

C. Simulation Setup

The simulation setting is as follows. 9 APs are regularly

distributed in a square are. The length of the simulation area

is 600m. Each AP has a circular transmission range, and its

radius is 145m. In BELL, the operating channel of the CPAP,

MAPs with odd index, and MAPs with even index are 1, 6, and
11 in 2.4 GHz band, respectively. In C-WLAN, the operating

channel of the APs are chosen randomly in 2.4 GHz band.

To determine the bit rate of the connection between an MU

and an AP, Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is computed and the

bit rate is chosen accordingly. We set each AP's transmission

power to be 20 dBm and the value of ∆ to be 5. To simulate an
indoor environment, we use the indoor path-loss model which

is expressed as

PL = 20 log10 f + 10n log10 d− 28(dB), (4)

where PL is the RF signal propagation path-loss based on

distance d between the AP and the MU, f is the carrier

frequency in MHz, and n is the path-loss exponent. In our

simulation, n = 6 and f = 2400 MHz. The background noise

level is set to be −90 dBm. In the simulation of evaluating

BELL-2M load balancing performance, the number of M MUs
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Fig. 11. Load comparison.
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Fig. 12. Battery drain comparison.

are randomly positioned in the simulation area and they are

assumed to follow the saturated traf�c model and quasi-static.

In the simulation of evaluating the battery drain of mobile

devices, 500 MUs follow the Random Waypoint model and

walk in the simulation area for 5.5 hours.

D. Simulation Results

1) Load Balancing Performance: Fig. 11 shows the simu-

lation results of the load balancing performance. The Y -axis
represents the load of MAPs ya and the X-axis represents

MAP index. MAPs are sorted by their load values in a

decreasing order. In Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b), we obtain their

load values by running simulations at least 500 times. In other

words, each load value, ya is obtained by averaging the 500
simulation load results. The red dotted line represents the

original load of BELL, and the blue solid line represents the

load of BELL after performing our BELL-2M load-balancing

protocol. It is con�rmed that BELL-2M can improve the load-

balancing performance of BELL.

2) Mobile Devices' Battery Drain: Fig. 12 illustrates the

simulation results of mobile devices' battery drain for WLAN

management services within 5.5 hours. The Y -axis represents
the battery drain of mobile devices and the X-axis represents

MU index. Comparing Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b), it is shown

that MUs in BELL drain 94% and 90% less battery life

for mobility management service and load balancing service,

respectively, than MUs in C-WLAN.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel WLAN system, BELL, is proposed

to reduce mobile devices' energy consumption for perform-

ing management services. First, an energy-ef�cient mobility

management service, BELL-handoff, is proposed under BELL

deployment. We implemented BELL-handoff on a testbed and

evaluated its performance. Experimental results show BELL-

handoff decreases not only the handoff energy consumption

but latency, as compared with C-WLAN. Then, we proposed a

user-friendly load balancing service, BELL-2M. We conducted

extensive simulations to evaluate BELL-2M performance and

mobile devices' battery life within a large-scale deployment

of BELL. Simulation results show that BELL-2M can balance

APs' load in BELL and MUs in BELL drain less battery life

than in C-WLAN.
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